Summary
In the past a variety of diagnostic methods have been developed which allow to sense the "overall" behaviour of superconducting r.f. cavities. Besides these methods temperature and X-ray mapping techniques as well as visual inspection give a more detailed insight into energy loss and electron phenomena of a superconducting cavity. With 0018-9499/81/0600-3217$00.75©1981 IEEE He-bath9'1 (typical bath conditions: T = 2.2 K and p = 1000 mbar). Its special heat transport properties combined with the use of carbon thermometers in close thermal contact with the cavity wall allows to measure temperature increases at the cavity wall with high sensitivity and spatial resolution. For cavities with a rotational symmetry having smooth outer walls a rotating frame with carbon resistors sliding under spring tension around the cavity can be used. In this way a comparatively small number of thermometers and associated information channels can give a precise temperature map of a cavity: spatial resolution of about 2 cm and a range of temperature increase from mK to about 2 K has been obtained10. In fig. 1 the layout of a 500 MHz single cell cavity to which temperature mapping has been applied is shown. In fig. 2 three typical temperature maps obtained at three different acceleration fields for this cavity are given. Fig. 3 shows a two dimensional plot of the temperature increase seen by one of the resistors. The power loss corresponding to a given temperature increase AT has been obtained from a calibration measurement11. In fig. 4 fig. 2 the inhomogeneity of the temperature increases can be clearly seen and fig. 3 
